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Introduction

The drinking situation in Denmark can generally be boiled down to these figures:
Every Dane above the age over 14 years drinks on average 11, 1 liters pure alcohol every year.
860.000 persons’ drinking exceeds the National Board of Health’s drinking limits.
The consumption of 585.000 persons is harmful.
140.000 persons are addicted to alcohol.
(National Board of Health website)

The drinking problem being clear, still the alcohol political situation in Denmark is not one of taking action
yet. It can best be described as a battle between public health and industry interests, as is demonstrated
below:
2007: the ESPAD report
The 2007 survey showed that Danish Youth (15-16 years old) holds the absolute record in binge drinking
among 35 European countries (60 per cent has done that the last month) and drunkenness (40 per cent has
been drunk during the last month). Together with UK, Norway and Finland Danish youngsters have the highest alcohol consumption when they drank alcohol last time (5, 7 cl). Together with youngsters from Germany,
Austria, the Czech Republic and Isle of Man most youngsters from Denmark have been using alcohol the
last month (75 per cent) and have been using alcohol during the last year (90 per cent) (Hibell et al, 2007).
2009: The report of the Prevention Commission
3 years lost to alcohol and tobacco: In 2008 the Danish Government sat up a Commission on Public Health. The Government
wanted to know how the Danish population could gain 3 more life
years, and asked the Commission to give some answers. Three
years is the approximate difference between Danes average lifespan on the one side and Swedes and Norwegian’s on the other in
the period (1997-2001). The difference mostly reflects a difference
in lifestyle, because since 1950, Denmark has experienced a
greater increase in the number of daily smokers and the volume of
alcohol consumption than have our two neighbor countries.
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Figure 1 Report, Forebyggelseskommissionen

Around 3.000 deaths every year is directly related to alcohol consumption. In addition to this every year alcohol related deaths takes place in the traffic and in working places. Alcohol consumption which exceeds the
official drinking limit reduces the average number of life years with almost 5 years plus 4 years of reduced
quality of life compared to a person, who drinks below the limit. Moreover a large alcohol intake has a number of negative side effects, like increased crime and violence, workplace injuries and placement of children
in social care away from home. The alcohol consumption in Denmark has more than doubled from 1961 to
the middle of the 1980es.The increase is larger than any of the other OECD-countries and substantially larger than the increase of alcohol consumption in Sweden.

Danish Youth is a special concern
The Commission expresses a special concern for the young people. Not only adults but also the young part
of the Danish population drinks a lot. The youngsters, who start drinking, are younger than their peers in
Sweden and Norway, and they drink substantially larger amounts. Moreover the number of 15 years old, who
drinks alcohol at least once a week, is substantially larger in Denmark compared to Sweden and
Norway.

The Committee recommends an advertisement ban
The answer from the commission regarding alcohol was clear and simple. The commission recommended
the following four regulations:

1 Age limit for purchase of alcohol should be raised from 16 to 18 years. The enforcement of the age limit
should be tightened up.
2 Educational institutions must formulate an alcohol policy, which should be published.
3 Every commercial communications concerning alcohol in all media should be banned.
4 As license authorities the municipalities should use the possibility of reducing the availability of alcohol in
outlets, especially those situated in residential areas and near educational institutions.

”A number of recent studies show a connection between the exposure of alcohol ads i different media – for
instance magazines, TV, radio and film – and increased alcohol consumption. A ban on alcohol marketing
sends like a higher age limit a clear signal, and can in this way contribute to a change in the norms about
alcohol.” (Forebyggelseskommissionen, 2009)

Within several scientific studies alcohol marketing has been identified as one of the risk factors for youth
drinking uptake and risky consumption pattern. According to Anderson (2009) e.g. marketing strategies have
a significant impact on youth drinking initiation, consumption and continued drinking.
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The Government rejects recommendations
The Danish Government rejects to implement the recommendations of the report, which they find “unrealistic”. The chariman of the Prevention Commission, Mette Wier replied to the spokesman on Health, Birgitte
Josefsen:
“Birgitte Josefsen has stated that she don´t want to hear any more about amendments and taxes in connection to prevention. If it is not allowed to talk about these things, the Government should have written it in our
mandate. But they didn’t, and it is not our job to assess whether politicians like our conclusions or not”
(Hjerteforeningen, 2009)

However, the population wants regulations
Also the Minister of Health at the time rejects the report’s conclusions. One of his arguments is that the
population do not want the kind of prevention the Commission recommends. This is however contradicted by
a study from 2008 showing the Danes as actual supporters of prohibitions and regulations in the public
health area. For example:

- 80 per cent are in favour of prohibiting the marketing of alcohol in sport and youth.
- 65 per cent want the minimum age for purchasing alcohol raised to 18 years.
- 57 per cent supports a ban of alcohol products targeted at young people (for instance alcopops and candy
shots (Mandag Morgen, 2008)
As chairman of the Prevention Commission, Mette Weir puts it:
"The Danish people are far ahead of their politicians on prevention matters."

2010 Study of the health habits of children from 11 to 15 years
A study from 2010 updates the figures from ESPAD and ads a younger age group 11-15. This study is published by the National Board of Health.
Rise in girl drinking
Many Danish children become acquainted with alcohol in an early age. In 2008 30 per cent of the boys (11
years old) and 14 per cent of the girls answer that they have drunk at least one drink at least at one occasion. Also the extent of binge drinking was included in the study. To find out how common drinking to get
intoxicated is the age group 11 to 15 was asked if they had been drinking 5 or more drinks in one day during
the last 30 days. The 2008 study shows that among elder children it is common to drink 5 or more drinks in
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one day – especially among the girls. I 2008 52 per cent of the 15 year old boys and 65 per cent of the girls
have done this. The difference between the boys and the girls is significant. The share of 14-15 year old
girls, who have been drinking 5 or more drinks in one day, has grown significantly in this survey compared to
the latest studies from 2005 and 2006 (se graph below).

Figure 2 Graph, Sundhedsstyrelsen 2010

The alcohol consumption of both boys and girls has increased in all 5 age groups compared to the 2006survey. Among the 14-15 years girls, who have been drinking alcohol during the last 30 days the consumption has even risen to a higher level than in 2004 (Sundhedsstyrelsen, 2010).

The Alcohol Marketing Monitoring Project, AMMIE

The Alcohol Marketing Monitoring Project’s (AMMIE) overall aim is to protect young people against harmful
alcohol marketing by:
1) The rise in the girls’ alcohol consumption corresponds to a major trend found in alcohol marketing:
females seem to be the new target group for almost all beverages: liquor, cider, beer etc. This and
much more trends are described in the Trend Report (www.eucam.info/eucam/home/ammie-

trends.html).
2) There is no regulation of volume, but studies have shown that volume has an effect on consumption.
The volume of alcohol marketing is going to be measured too with special regard on young people’s
exposure to alcohol advertisement. The result is going to be described in the Volume Report
(www.eucam.info/eucam/home/ammie-volume.html).
3) The content of alcohol ads is regulated by a non-statutory code. But how is the (self) regulation system working? Does it really restrain alcohol marketing with appeal to youth? Complaints filed in 2010
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will be used as a basis for this. A youth panel (13-17 years) is going to give their opinion on whether
the alcohol ads in question are attractive to their age group or in other way in breach with the code.
This present Complaint Report will show the results of the process.

A need of restraining alcohol marketing is recognized by the experts in Public Health, but not by the politicians in Government. However criticism is rising; an alcohol marketing ban is on the party programme
of one of the parties in the opposition. The Committee has just celebrated the 10 Year’s anniversary of
the code. The opportunity to promote the code was certainly not missed. But the positive light shed on
the code shone back on the weaknesses. Not all politicians and opinion formers was convinced of its
positive effect:

“Danish beer advertisements swarm with chickens, teddy bears and blue elephants. These days one can
also experience Santa Claus and his reindeers wishing everybody a merry Christmas. The idea is to get
us to drink more Christmas beer. Depending on opinion and taste one can regard these childish advertisements as an expression of the Danish sense of humor, or as a very deliberate attempt to inculcate
alcohol traditions into even small children. However, it is for certain that young Danes drink more than
their peers in other countries, and that Danes in general struggle with severe addiction problems. Part of
the responsibility for this can be ascribed to advertisement.

(…) It is problematic, that the liquor industry is controlling its own marketing activities. This job should entirely be handed over to the Consumer Ombudsman, who then profitably could be provided with a more
tight legislation” (Kristeligt Dagblad, 2010)

The AMMIE project can qualify this criticism by demonstrating how marketing trends and drinking trends
among youth go hand in hand, how many young people are actually targeted and how many attractive ads
pass through the system. In this way the AMMIE project can contribute to tip the scales towards an alcohol
marketing ban (all AMMIE reports can be found on www.eucam.info/eucam/home/ammie.html).
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1. National alcohol advertising regulations

In Denmark there are one non-statutory regulation (the self-regulation) and two statutory regulations which
all restrict the content of alcohol marketing (the Marketing Law and the Radio and TV Law). In this AMMIE
context the self-regulation is the most relevant regulation, and the regulation primarily applied to alcohol advertisement. It is in fact a requirement for the Committee to take up a case, that it can be defined as alcohol
marketing. This report will also include the Marketing law, since we every now and again complaints are filed
here, that is mostly complaints like about Youth Travel Agencies which are not directly alcohol marketing,
since no alcohol brand is promoted, but nevertheless promotes alcohol via pub crawls and the like. The Radio and TV law applies only - as the name indicates – to marketing in the television or on the radio. Alcohol
advertisement in the radio was not included in the AMMIE project, but television certainly was. Nevertheless
the decision was made to direct the complaints primarily to the self-regulation code for three reasons. Firstly
this is our standard procedure to make complaints here. Secondly by doing this the result will be more consistent. Thirdly the process of the Radio and TV Board, when treating complaints is very lengthy.

1.1 The Code (self-regulation)
The self-regulation code became effective in March 2000 is made in a joint venture of three Ministries,
various organizations of the alcohol industry, trade organizations, The Consumers Council and NGO's. The
code is enforced by the Alcohol Marketing Committee (the former Committee of Enforcement). Head of the
Committee is an independent Chairman. The Consumers Council and the Brewers Association are permanent members. The National Consumers Agency has observer status. The present members are: Danish
Commerce and Service, The Business Organisation of Danish Advertising and Relation Agencies, The Cooperative Merchants, The Danish Ministry of Business affairs, The Danish Ministry of Health, The Danish
Road Safety Council, The Veterinary and Food Stuff Directorate, Danish Distillers, Danish Co-operative Societies, HORESTA (nationwide employer’s organisation of the hotel-, restaurant- and tourism industry),
V.S.O.D. (Danish Wine and Spirits Organisation).
1.2 The Marketing Law
The Marketing Law is statutory, it has a legal basis and sanctions (penalties) attached. The possibility of
complaining is described on the homepage of the Ombudsman, in handbills and frequently in newspaper
articles. There is no systematically search, but the Consumer Ombudsman superintends that the the
Marketing Practices Act is not violated. The Danish Consumer Ombudsman reports if nessecary to the
Police. The latter decides whether the case should be prosecuted. Finally the courts of justice pass a
sentence. Normally a campaign runs untill a sentence is passed upon it. However the police can temporary
prohibit a campaign. If the Consumer Ombudman takes on a case he will see it through. The process can be
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quite long; six month is not unusual, more time can be added, especially if the company in question is not
cooperative.

The Marketing Law § 8 :
Marketing directed at children and young people
Marketing directed at children and young people shall be framed with specific reference to natural credulity,
lack of experience and critical sense, as a result of which they are readily influenced and easy to impress."
https://www.retsinformation.dk/Forms/R0710.aspx?id=126479
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2. Monitoring process within the project

Nielsen’s Ad Library
In order to descry alcohol advertisements which are appealing to minors and/or violating the existing
statutory and non-statutory regulations, marketing activities on television and outdoor as well as in
newspapers, magazines and in the internet were monitored throughout the year 2010. The observation of
alcohol advertising in traditional media such as television, newspapers and magazines was effected with the
help of the so called “Ad Library”, a database being provided by “Nielsen Media Research”. Within the monitoring period the Danish monitoring coordinator got access to the database to make searches there, and it
was possible to download marketing from the Library and consequently analyse it with regard to the adherence of the existing advertising regulations. Also a weekly email alert containing new “creatives” (either television, magazines or newspaper adverts) were send to the monitoring coordinator. To compensate for some
technical problems with the Ad Library the coordinator also received a collection of downloaded television
ads. Ad Library has been an important tool to capture the many youth oriented TV ads of this year launching
new products (Tuborg Lime Cut, Tempt Cider, X-cider, etc.)
AFA and Clear Channel
Outdoor monitoring in Denmark diverted from the rest of the participants in the AMMIE project, since it was
not possible to get the data from Nielsen. Therefore the Danish monitor coordinator got an special agreement with the two major Danish out-door companies in Denmark to report (send photos) on their alcohol
marketing activities during four selected months in 2010 (February, May, August, November) .The two companies AFA and Clear Channel together make up a coverage around 98 percent of out-door campaigns in
the whole Denmark. Dealing with the out-door companies themselves, which are part of the industry, implied
special conditions. The two companies refused to deliver running campaigns, even less likely anything in
advance. The monitor coordinator were allowed to use the pictures, but is asked not to mention the out-door
companies as sender of the campaigns.
To supply the data from Nielsen on magazine the monitoring coordinator made subscriptions to five Danish
trade magazines - most important “Marketing” - a monthly magazine from the marketing industry featuring
various articles on trends in the alcohol industry (including inside information on new products like Tempt
Cider).
Other Sources
The monitor received 2 daily papers and 3 free daily papers to look for newspaper articles on alcohol marketing, as well as for instance alcohol ads. Newspaper is the place where Carlsberg communicates its new
products in print ads, events and so on). The newspapers contain the business’, the politicians’ as well as
the consumer angel on alcohol. Checking the inner city a couple of times a week, marketing outside bars,
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events, outdoor posters, billboards, products and marketing in stores like 7-Eleven. Checking various supermarkets. Checking the airport when travelling. Checking other youth oriented free magazines in the
streets, namely the monthly “GAFFA” music magazine and “Byens Puls” a monthly youth magazine made by
the Danish Railways and distributed on trains. Subscription to three sms–messages every or every second
week one on mixing drinks, one from a youth disco and one from Cult.
Online marketing practices were monitored by visiting the websites of national and international leading
alcohol brands as well as by subscribing to online newsletters of popular alcohol producers. Therefore a list,
including homepages of the ten most appealing alcoholic beverages selected within the ELSA project (STAP
2007) as well as several websites of popular beer producers, spirit brands and wine producers, has been
drawn. The newsletters of these websites (when available) have been subscribed at the beginning of the
monitoring period in January 2010 and the websites themselves have been checked once a month in terms
of questionable advertising activities as well as of new trends on the field of alcohol marketing. Moreover
international pages like Facebook were occasionally observed with regard to marketing strategies of the
alcohol industry.
The Danish monitor coordinator also ssubscribed to email based newsletters from Youth Discos (a couple of
times a week) for instance Cult and Carlsberg. The subscription to the Magazine “Marketing” included email
based newsletters from the magazine “Marketing” (two times daily on workdays), which every now and again
contained news on alcohol marketing.
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3. Complaining procedure (the code)

Everybody, consumers, companies and organisations can file a complaint - since 2008 also from a complaint
formula from the website www.alkoholreklame-naevnet.dk. There is a guide there as well. The board does
only take up complaints about alcohol marketing. To be considered as alcohol marketing the alcohol product
should contain 2, 8 volume of alcohol or more. The complaint should be about current alcohol marketing or
at least about marketing activities which has taken place with in the recent year. The decision is reached in a
meeting of the members of the Committee. It is stated on the home site, that it normally takes about on-two
months to reach a decision in a complaint. There are no sanctions whatever attached to the code. The
Committee can express criticism in public.

3.1 Experiences with the complaining system (the code)
2010: The revision of the code
The code was changed in the summer 2010 on the occasion of the
10 years anniversary of the Alcohol Marketing Committee. In the
following the changes will be revealed. The changes are called a
revision by the Alcohol Marketing Committee, which also states that:
“The Committees’ previous practise is going to be codified, and that
the code in this way is brought in accordance with the European
code on self-regulation issued by the Commission “(Epn.dk, 2010)

Our comment: The chairman refers to the Self-regulation formulated by the European Advertising standards Alliance (EASA), which
consists of representatives from the alcohol industry. The word “cod-

Figure 3 Newspaper article, epn.dk 2010

ify”, means collecting and putting a code in order. In Landsraadet we
have been working with the code since 2001 and in our opinion the code has been rearranged in a new and
confusing way compared to the original text. As a result it is now difficult to see what has been added and
what has been deleted from the text.
The revision was successfully sold in all media as a tightening, but as we shall see, is more like a loosening
– for instance a crucial article as the prohibition of linking alcohol with sport is now watered down.
It is difficult for children and young people to avoid the large amount of alcohol ads in the Danish media. For
that reason the alcohol marketing regulation is now being tightened (Epn.dk, 2010)
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The Chairman in the Alcohol Marketing Committee states:
“About alcohol marketing we must especially protect children from believing that it is their game, likewise we
should avoid that young people are tempted to buy more alcohol” (Epn.dk, 2010)
Unfortunately we believe that watering down the sports article is the real aim of the revision. A revision we
believe to be the brainchild of the powerful players Brewers’ Union and Carlsberg as a way to deal with the
declining beer sales in Denmark. Professionally marketed as a concern for young people, and counterbalanced with tightenings, which prove to be either of minor importance or inefficient for a closer look.
Below we will go through the changes:
Field of application
ARTICLE 2: This code is a minimum standard
Remarks to ARTICLE 2 This regulation should be regarded as a supplement to the veterinary and food
legislation.
The following has been deleted in the new revised edition of the code:
“This regulation bans marketing, which states that certain food stuff is recommended by doctors or is able to
prevent, ease or have beneficial effects on diseases or their symptoms. Pictures of healthcare personnel or
the like is not allowed either.”
In the food legislation it is possible to find following prohibition:
The Danish Veterinary and Food Administration writes in a report:
”In pursuance of the Food legislation article 20, subsection 2 it is prohibited in advertising to state that foodstuff is recommended by doctors, or that by intake of the foodstuff the consumer can prevent, ease or have
beneficial effect on diseases or symptoms of disease. The provision implements the EU’s labelling directive
article 2, subsection b i the Danish legislation, according to which it is prohibited to ascribe qualities in prevention, treatment and cure of human disease to a foodstuff, and to give impression of such qualities. Such
claims are regarded as health claims in Denmark” (Majborn, 2001)
Our comment: The deletion of the food legislation prohibition is of course not making it easier to make a
complaint, because it removes important information. The sentence: Pictures of healthcare personnel or the
like is not allowed was not to be found in the food legislation, and must be regarded as deleted for good from
the code.

The Form and Content of Marketing
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ARTICLE 4: When marketing alcoholic beverages the businesses must exercise special caution in
the choice of commercial mean as well as in form and content
Subsection 2: The marketing should not appear intrusive, provocative or in other ways persuasive.
Subsection 3: Marketing must not give the impression that a certain measure of alcohol intake can be good
for health, can lead to success or improve the consumers’ mental or physical capacity.
Subsection 4: Marketing should not employ persons, whose statements or emergence will carry a special
weight because of the person’s position in society.
Subsection 5: Marketing must not link alcoholic beverages with active sports exercise.
Subsection 6: Marketing must not link intake of alcoholic beverages with risky behaviour such as driving,
operating dangerous machines, or other potentially dangerous activity.
Subsection 7: Marketing must not show alcohol consumption in workplaces or educational institutions.
Our comment: About subsection 5. This is a loosening in a crucial point. The former article on alcohol and
sports is now degraded to a subsection, and the former prohibition is watered down. Also the following has
been deleted:
Marketing of alcoholic beverages must not be linked with sport. Marketing of alcoholic beverages must not:
- take place in sports clubs, in sports arenas or by sports grounds,
- take place in magazines, which especially deal with sports, or in connection with sport pages or websites
on sports,
- depict sporting events or sports exercise, including sport stars,
- be found on personal sport requisites, including sports clothing

Link to sport is ok when the lights are out…
“Active sports exercise” the phrasing is making it more difficult to get a
complaint upheld and much easier to link alcohol and sport. To illustrate this point we bring two complaint examples. The first one is a
large out-door ad placed on 7-Eleven stores (see illustration to the
right). The ad emerged in the middle of the World Championship in
Football the spring 2010. Six bottles of alcopops are placed exactly in
the very centre of a football field marked in white paint. In the background the scoreboard displays that the “World Championship-Party”
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Figure 4 Out-door ad, photo: Landsraadet

has a one-goal lead over “Tame stuff”. Earlier the placing of alcohol on a football field was banned. But after
the revision of the code, things have changed. Our complaint was rejected referring to the stadium lights
being out, even though the linking of alcohol and sport was recognized.
This means that from now on alcohol is allowed to be linked with sport under a wide range of circumstances:
The Decision of the Alcohol Marketing Committee is as follows:
“Initially the Alcohol Marketing Committee remarks that there is a direct link between the marketing activity
and the conducting of the World Championship in football. However the Committee consider that the marketing activity all in all do not leave an impression of linking alcohol and actual sport exercise, since it appears
from the background that it is in the evening - the lights are out, and nor audience, players or the rest of the
stadium is pictured. Therefore the Committee does not express criticism.” (Alkoholreklamenævnet, 2010)

Alcohol linked with active sports exercise ignored by the Committee
The next example is a Carlsberg television ad; it was also a part of the World Championship, the spring
2010. A couple of young men are doing target practice in the garden. Carlsberg beers seem to give the football playing young men supernatural skills; all the shots even the wildest hit their goal. Landsraadet filed a
complaint referring to two subsections and one article; linking alcohol with sports, improve the physical capacity and targeting children and young people (which use to be three articles). The complaint was upheld,
but the subsection about sport and the article on children and young people were both ignored and not even
mentioned in the decision. We then appealed to a Member of the Danish Parliament, Karl Bornhøft, who
asked the Committee for an explanation on referring to a future political discussion.

Figure 5 TV ad source: Nielsen Media

“One point is upheld and two other ignored. According to the new “improved” code, it takes a lot before one
can say that alcohol is linked with sport. It is not enough that it is obvious.”
Landsraadet in an email to MP, Karl Bornhøft, forwarded to the Alcohol Marketing Committee, March 15. 2011
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The answer from the Alcohol Marketing Committee to MP Karl Bornhøft made three main points:

1) The link alcohol-sport was not the main point in this ad (the improved physical performance was).
2) The revision is not a loosening of the code.
3) The former ban was not operational for the Committee, or for the companies or the consumers.
4) The alcohol political considerations of sport are no different than the considerations of other events,
for instance concerts.
5) The aim of the revision is to simplify and clarify.

MP Karl Bornhøft then asked for our comment, and we told him, that we are concerned, when an ad which
immediately comes through as a sports ad is not recognised as such (even a sports ad with active sports
exercise nonstop). In our opinion the original prohibition to link alcohol and sport is by far the simplest and
clearest regulation. The Committee is making things more difficult introducing this new rule, and it brings no
real clarity; rather the new article is bordering on absurdity making minor factors like light decisive and denying the obvious: that the ad comes through as a sports ad - light or no light. Moreover we find that the considerations of sport should be different from other events like concerts, because sport has more appeal to
small children, than does rock concerts. It is indeed a loosening, we fear that this it is going to open up for
loads of alcohol and sports ads, which evades regulation and that children subsequently are going to be
targeted more from now on. As this latest case demonstrates even very active sports exercise is not enough
to get a complaint upheld. Our conclusion is that the Committee is determined to give the industry a great
deal of margin when it comes to alcohol and sport. The new phrasing on alcohol and active sports exercise
serve this purpose, but the Committee is ready to go further and simply disregard the code. This is not the
only example, as we shall see that the Committee disregards the code, when they find it suitable.

Alcohol marketing in workplaces and educational institutions
More about Article 4, there is a tightening in subsection 7, Workplaces:
Subsection 7: Marketing is not allowed to show consumption of alcoholic beverages in workplaces and
educational institutions.
To make full sense, the phrase should be read together with the subsections to Article 5, Media:
Subsection 2: Marketing must not take place in workplaces, institutions for higher education or in dormitories.
Subsection 3: So far as a serving licence - permanent or occasionally - is granted in the places mentioned
in subsection 2 – marketing is permitted to take place in connection with this, if kept to a minimum.
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Our comment: The addition forbid alcohol ads to show consumption, which takes place in workplaces and
educational settings, but it does not forbid alcohol ads to show/make use of workplaces and educational
settings. So the importance of this tightening is probably not substantial.

Children and Young People
ARTICLE 6 Marketing of alcoholic beverages is not allowed, whatever means applied, to be targeted
at children and young people.
Subsection 2: In marketing it is never allowed to use persons, who due to their young looks make the impression that young people drink alcoholic beverages.
Subsection 3: Models, actors and the like used in marketing must be and look at least 25 years old.
Subsection 4: In addition marketing is never allowed to take place in media, where more than 30 per cent of
the audience is, or reasonably can be expected to be, children and young people.
Our comment: Subsection 3 and 4 are tightenings. But they are not very operational. About subsection 3:
we can never know the exact age of the models, and whether they look 25 is always a matter for discussion,
something one can never determine for sure. About subsection 4: To document this would require data from
Nielsen, something which would take a lot of economic resources and therefore is not realistic.

Remarks to ARTICLE 6
1) The marketing towards children and young people in total includes the media, the product as well as the
marketing message.
2) Marketing linked to sport is never allowed to be targeted at children and young people, since close on
three thirds of all school children play sports in a club.
3) It is in breach with the code to sponsor sports events targeted at children and young people, and to produce merchandise especially targeted at children and young people.

Our comments: In the second remark the Committee points out itself, why sports marketing is such an important area to regulate in order to protect children and young people. Self-contradictory the Committee has
degraded the sports article to a subsection in the new code because, as we have already heard, they regard
sports as no more important than other events:
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“The Sports regulation before the revision was as a total ban, with some exceptions, though. However in the
course of time the Alcohol Marketing Committee has experienced, that the regulation was difficult to use for
the AMC and even more difficult so for the businesses and consumers. On this basis the AMC has taken the
position that the alcohol political considerations of sports are no different than the considerations of other
events, for instance concerts.”

The Alcohol Marketing Committee in an email to MP, Karl Bornhøft, March 22, 2011

Our conclusion: All in all the protection of children and young people has not been improved with the revision of the code. On the contrary the loosening of the sports article is a large step backwards. Important
things have been deleted from the text, and maybe this is a forewarning of the alcohol industry’s future interest in areas like sports, educational environments and the health food market.
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4. Complaining procedure (The Marketing Law)

Everybody can file a complaint. There is a web formula on the website. But the Consumer Ombudsman
cannot take up all the cases he receive. He has to prioritize, however all complaints filed will be registrated in
view of planning of future areas of interest. To assess whether to take up a complaint the Consumer Ombudsman consider:
• whether the circumstances in the complaint gives rise to many more complaints
• whether the complaint deals with a general problem, which can be observed within more professions
• how serious the problem is to the individual.
The Consumer Ombudsman also has to consider whether a case will stand up in court, that is, if there is a
legal basis for him to win the case. The industry employ lawyers as well and there is little doubt that they are
very well aware how far their marketing can go in a legal sense and uses this knowledge skillfully.
Within three weeks the decision is reached about whether the complaint is taken on. Processing the complaint can last for months. Few cases go so far as to court; the normal practice is that the parties settle with
an agreement, which involve that the marketing activity is stopped. Because the court is the ultimate step
and the legal basis a matter of speculation, cases like the case with the youth travel agencies can go on for
years.

4.1 Experiences with the complaining procedure (Marketing Law)
With special regard to alcohol this subsection was added to article 8 in 2006:
"Marketing directed at children and young people must not directly or indirectly incite them to violence, use
of intoxications (including alcohol), or other dangerous or inconsiderate behaviours, nor make unwarrantable
use of violence, fear or superstition in order to
influence them"
It is our opinion this addition to the law was meant to
have a preventieve effect on alcohol products like
candy shots and alcopops with an obvious childlish
marketing. We believe that is has worked, in so far
as we haven’t seen much of those kinds of marketing
the past years compared to other countries. For the
Ombudsman to pick up cases, documentation that

Figure 6, Internet ad, www.cult.dk
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the businesses are targeting minors (persons below 18 years) is required or if the marketing is not obviously
childlike. Documentation can be that the businesses on their homesite states that their customers are 16plus
like many youth travel agencies use to do. This subsection has mostly been used in connection with the
Danish youth travel agencies, which offers binge-drinking activties on the destinations and markets these on
their homesites. The cases with the travel agencies goes on for years, but the Ombudman is doing what he
can with in realm of the law. The Consumer Ombudsman often turn down alcohol marketing cases like the
Modjo-case from 2010 with reference to lack of resources. In a contence without age limitations alcopop
producer, Cult was donating a years’ consumption of their new alcopop to persons who were willing to
become a fan of Modjo as well as adopting Modjo as their middlename on Facebook.

The Guidelines on Sexdiscriminating marketing 2010
Still having some limitations nevertheless 2010 was the year where the Consumer Ombudman took another
important legal step in regard to alcohol marketing. The Consumer Ombudsman’s Guidelines on sexdiscriminating marketing has been in effect since 1993. The guidelines are negotiated with different
organisations, and is a precison of the Consumer Ombudman’s conception of good marketing practise in this
field. In 2010 the Ombudsman wanted to update the guidelines according to the development in the Danish
society and in the light of the rules in force as well as the practise. The guidelines should be in sync with the
present-day society and be as clear and precise as possibly with regard to the rule of law and create a legal
basis to operate in cases like Cult.The Consumer Ombudman invited a broad range of organisations to take
part in a working group. Consumer-, womens-, childrens-, advertiser-, tradesorganisations as well as
organisations dealing with questions on sex and pornography in the society. Also the Alcohol Marketing
Committee and the Brewers Union were present. Landsraadet was invited on request by the Cosumers
Council, in which we are members.The task of the workinggroup was to agree on and contribute to the
phrasing of a draft text made by Ombudman. The working group meet a couple of times during 2010 and the
work is not entirely finalized, but some important points were made:

-

The guidelines applies to sexrelated maketing and not only to sexdiscriminating marketing

-

Advertisment, which includes eroticism or nudity should be decent, honest and shaped with an
appropriate sense of social responsibility

-

Advertising in public spaces (out-door) should not be offensive

-

Humour in advertisments can move, but not remove bounds
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The intention of revising the guidelines on sexdiscrimination gave rise to a great deal of debatte. The
business part of the working group and commentasters in the media agreed that Cult has gone to far lately.
Still they found the revision highly unnessacary, according to them the original guidelines are in perfect
shape and the problems with sex in advertisment virtually non existing. The Consumer Ombudsman replied:
“It is no secret that Cult from time to time has been stretching the limits, but in more cases I have not
intervened, because I did not find the legal basis to be there. I can only intervene if I am sure that the court of
justice will find that the regulation has been violated” (Business.dk, 2010)

Around Christmas and untill about March the main station in Denmark with sevice to every day to 100.000
persons was decorated with huge posters looking like this:

Figure 7 Out-door ads, photo: Landsraadet

Another commentator found that the revision would have no real impact. But since then - from March untill
now - Cult, who has made it a tradition since 2003 to launch new out-door poster two or more times a year
has not launched a single one. In our view it is the Consumer Ombudsman revision of the guidelines on sex
discriminaton has made its influence on the out-door marketing of Cult, the firm which is known for abiding to
no rule, nor law. A cornerstone in their empire seems to have fallen by this and the Danish society has finally
has got rid of the more and more sexually provocative out-door activities of the alcopop producer? The outdoor posters showing young girls more or less naked and always in an explicit sexual sitiation no doubt had
a great appeal to young people.
Our comment: This example goes to show that even a revison of some guidelines to the Marketing Law can
have an impact on alcohol marketing. Statutory regulation can be preventive, while self-regualtion cannot.
The revision of the code is not expected to have any effect, also because it is really no tightening. But even if
it was, there would still be no sanctions. Intervention in the Cult case has been long awaited, especially with
its latest culmination in exposure (Noerreport Station ) and provocativeness. All age groups are exposed to
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Cults out-door marketing , and therefore we welcome that the new guidelines can be used to protect
vulnerable groups like children and young people.
On the other hand focusing on out-door marketing you may overlook that Cult is just moving the marketing
actvities to the internet instead. Like around Christmas 2010 when Cult launched an advent calendar on their
homesite featuring more or less naked girls (se screen shot below). So Cult is still targeting youth. As it is
today there is no real will or ability to regulate the internet at the Consumerombudsmans office. Possibly this
is due to the fact that internet is a pull and not a push marketing activity like out door. This implies the belief
that people beeing exposed by alcohol marketing when using the internet more or less “ask for it
themselves” as opposed to people being exposed, while simply walking in the street. This is unfortunate
because the interent being a young media means that a lot of children get exposed by alcohol
advertisement.

Figure 8 Internet ad, www.cult.dk
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5. Youth Rating Panels

A main goal of the Danish statutory and non-statutory regulations on commercial communication is to protect
minors from being directly targeted by alcohol advertisements. The advertising committees, however, have
their own assessment criteria to judge complaints about marketing practices that seem to be appealing for
young people. These criteria are not available to the public and are thus generally unknown. The selfregulating Code, does not stipulate any categories such as humoristic elements, colours, music etc. being
appealing to young people; and the opinions of minors are furthermore certainly not included in the respective assessment processes. For this reason it is possible that an advertising committee rejects a complaint
even if the corresponding marketing activity may appeal to young people.
As the AMMIE project envisages assessing the effectiveness of the existing statutory and non-statutory
regulations within the participating countries, young people are involved in the content-related monitoring
procedure. On this, minors should rate those advertisements afore being objected towards the advertising
committees with the help of a web-based rating system, developed by STAP. By subsequently comparing
the outcomes of the youth ratings with the judgement of the national advertising committees, possible shortcomings of the existing regulations should be revealed.
According to the ‘protocol on the youth rating panels’ prepared by STAP, the participating countries should
1

involve a total of 50 youngsters, being aged between 13 and 17 years and attending the grades 7 to 12 of
secondary schools, in the judgement of commercial communications. By this means the ultimately envisaged
volume of 30 participants (divided in five age groups of six youngsters) should be attained. The protocol
moreover envisions that the pupils should be selected from three different secondary schools, of which one
should be located in a big city, one in a medium sized city and one in a small town. Before starting to rate the
objected alcohol advertisements, the pupils of the different schools will receive a media literacy training.
According to the project protocol a total of six survey waves are scheduled for the monitoring year of 2010. In
the first questionnaire socio-demographic data as well as information about the consumption of alcohol and
advertisement of the project participants should be collected. The ratings 2, 3, 4 and 5 are related to the
judgment of alcohol advertisements whereas in the sixth questionnaire general information about the findings
of the ratings as well as possible modifications in the consumption behavior of the youngsters should be
collected.
In the following the recruitment of youngsters as well as the selection of the final sample for the Danish rating
is displayed.
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5.1 Composition of the youth panels in Denmark
To obtain a maximum variation geographically and demographically, Landsraadet planned three rating panels around the country one in the capital, one in a medium size city in the North of Zealand and finally one in
Jutland in the country side. To cover the age span from 13-17 as well as met the number of 50 persons,
Landsraadet planned to recruit two grammar school classes (one 7. grade and one 8. grade, around 40 pupils), and two high school classes (one 1. year and one 2. year, around 60 pupils).
Personal contact showed to be the (only) key to a successful recruitment. The monitor coordinator contacted
the information worker by telephone of her old high school, which also took part of in the ELSA-project
(2006). The information worker recognized the coordinator from last time and was positive about another
project. Two teachers - teaching different levels - agreed to join in – one of them an old teacher of the coordinator. The public schools were more difficult. Around 30 schools were contacted - some by telephone,
others by email to which a short description of the project illustrated with the EC-logo was attached. But the
schools were too busy. To make use of a personal approach the school we used for the ELSA-project, where
the teacher is the boyfriend of a former colleague were tried; he was for the time being not a teacher of the
wanted age groups but agreed in putting a note up, but no reaction came. While the Copenhagen area
proved very hard to recruit grammar schools, the new leader in our fellow organization, IOGT, got us a contact in Northern Jutland: three teachers at a local public school agreed to join in. After communicating for
some time by email the monitor coordinator got an agreement with one of them. She arranged another contact, so both 7. and 8. grade were covered.
Finally a total of 120 pupils of the following classes were selected by the drug prevention counsellors to participate in the project:
Grammar School: Klarup Skole, Klarup, Ålborg
-

Class 7c (19 pupils)

-

Class 8a (15 pupils)

High School: Frederiksborg Gymnasium, Hillerød
-

Class 1t (32 pupils)

-

Class 2b (25 pupils)

In total: 91 pupils

After the administrative organisation of the survey, the project coordinator visited the respective schools and
trained the participating classes in terms of the AMMIE project and the procedure of rating questionable alcohol advertisements. Moreover the pupils received a media literature training as well as training in the risks
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linked alcohol consumption. Each class was given a separate training which lasted around 90 minutes (two
school hours).
Description of the general course of the training
The monitor gave an introduction according to the protocol on marketing in general avoiding dealing too
much with alcohol marketing as such. The presentation started out with explaining that the Danish society’s
marketing is shaped by its institutions, some of them working on limiting advertisement, other on expanding
it. Then it went on to show how the Youth Panel fits into a context with the AMMIE project and the European
Commission. Showing how the Youth Panel can supply the present regulation, as we have a Board treating
alcohol ads targeted at youth, but no one there are really young themselves. This is followed by a media
literacy section explaining concepts like advertisement and marketing. Speaking of marketing, it is pointed
out (with the help of an illustration from scientific literature) how broad this concept really is. I give some examples of marketing activities. Product placement is exemplified by James Bond films. Outdoor advertisement is defined as an activity in the public space, following its target group around along the transportationnet. Outdoor advertisement is also indoors; it is also found inside for instance supermarkets. Marketing is
coming real close to the moment of our consumption choices, when it is placed in our trolley. To illustrate
how marketing is evading even the most intimate zones the pupils were showed how a Danish ad agency
has specialized in placing advertisement in café toilets (called flush-ads), meaning that the guests are exposed to advertisement while relieving themselves. A good idea for an agency, because here is a period of
time where potential consumers have to stay a while, and got nothing else to do than to look at the advertisement. Finally I showed how the advertisement agencies in the Copenhagen area have donated brand
new public toilets to the municipality. The offer includes erecting them, keeping them clean, removing graffiti
– everything. The only thing they asked for in return was the permission to place three big ads on the toilets´
facade. This goes to show how many money there is in advertisement. I made a short reminder about alcohol effect on the body. I drew the outline of a body on the blackboard, and then asked the pupils to fill it out
with organs being affected by alcohol.

Questions of the respondents
The first year high school class
This class was mostly boys. My presentation was a bit humoristic and to the edge to provoke reactions. And
there were some good laughs about the flush-ads. One pupil told me that he had experienced flush-ads on a
trip on the German Autobahn. Everybody was laughing a lot. Having presented the brainstorm of unhealthy
effects of alcohol some pupils started a discussion about alcohol being healthy. One pupil was praising alcohol rather loudly. I tried to point out that marketing is not always truthful, but very often rather canny, when
highlighting one ingredient in the beverage as being healthy, while ignoring many other toxic ingredients.
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The second year high school class
This class was mostly girls. We had talks about there probably is a limit for how far advertisement can go,
and there is an ongoing discussion about where it should be drawn. We also talked about marketing being
intrusive. More pupils mentioned examples of intrusive marketing: for instance SMS-marketing, Cult offering
free body tattoos to young people. Another pupil stated, that to her marketing was never intrusive, she did
not mind at all.

The 7. and 8. grade classes
For the public schools I had tried to make the language of the presentation easier. Their teacher was present
and she also tried to help them understand. They were able to answer all my questions, also about alcohol
effect on the body. I guess for many of them marketing was an abstract concept. They seem engaged and a
little confused at the same time. 8. grade seem to had a better understanding than 7. grade.

The Youth Rating Panels started out with 100 pupils, but ended up with only 16, who answered all 5 questionnaires. Originally the rating contained 6 questionnaires, but the fifth and the sixth were merged to save
time. The monitor coordinator then very luckily got contact with another high school class (1. year), through a
colleague, where the teachers seemed very engaged in alcohol prevention matters. The school added to
spread the panel geographically. The monitor coordinator visited the school and performed the whole rating
there. So this way 24 extra pupils were recruited, making the total number of completing participants 40 (30
persons were a minimum according to the protocol). The composition thus became:

Males

Females

11

29

Grammar School

High School

10

30

Capital area

Medium size town

Small country town

24

6

10

28

14 years

15 years

16 years

17 years

6

3

20

11

29

6. General overview of complaints

All marketing activities are related to online activities
Landsraadet filed 16 complaints towards the Alcohol Marketing Committee and one complaint towards the
Consumer Ombudsman. 17 in a total of 17 objected promotional activities were herewith related to online
marketing activities. It seems that almost as a rule alcohol marketing is planned on a broad range of media
platforms. Advertisement in TV and cinemas or in outdoor posters and magazines is very often combined
with corresponding internet activities on the company’s home site, as well as on YouTube and Facebook.

Outcome of complaints about alcohol marketing in 2010

9

Not upheld

5

Partly upheld

3

Upheld

0

Decision delayed

1

Not treated

One of the 18 complaints, the one towards the Consumer Ombudsman has not been treated due to lack of
resources. Out of the remaining 16 towards the Alcohol Marketing Committee two complaints were not decided on yet. The lack of decision is most unusual, and without a plausible reason. We have tried to put
pressure on the Committee through our MP contact in the Danish Government. Eight complaints were not
upheld, two of them due to the lack of an outspoken encouragement to excessive drinking. Another did show
a considerable amount of alcohol, but according to the Committee in a sacral and in the same time humoristic way. Three were not upheld because being cartoons they were nevertheless considered targeting
grown-ups. The same goes for an alcopop, it was not judged to target minor since the alcohol volume was
clearly stated on the label. Four complaints were partly upheld. Finally one was not upheld even when the
marketing activity violated more articles; it was acquitted of all charges for its humour.
The effect of the complaints upheld
Only three complaints out of 17 are entirely upheld. Even when adding the upheld complaints with the partly
upheld complaints one can hardly say that the success rate is overtly convincing. And taking a closer look at
the results of the upheld complaints, this picture is confirmed. It start out nicely though, the home site of the
disco Piccadilly is totally changed as an effect of the complaint, no more outspoken encouragements to
binge-drink, no more abundances of liquor pictured. The two other upheld complaints both deal with the placing of Carlsberg cans of beer in a sportive context. The Committee acknowledges that both cases are repeti-
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tions of violations from previous years. This is significant, because it goes to show that one campaign upheld
one year can easily be repeated the next in a slightly altered form – and as in one of these cases – even in a
worsen form. The Danish enforcement practice about especially outdoor and TV campaigns is, that when
these are ruled out, they are not removed from one day to another. Rather the campaigns stay the time out,
and then are supposed not to occur in the same shape next time.

Regarding the partly upheld cases one case resulted in an entirely removed 17-year old model from the
website/blog. This was an appropriate step, but looking at the marketing activity as a whole, which is highly
sexually provocative and boozy, it was far from the only element violating the code. In another case a detail
of minor importance – a can cooler in the shape of a footballer t-shirt - was ruled out, while the rest, that is
the entire outdoor campaign, remained. The third partly upheld complaint ruled out the whole outdoor campaign, minus the slogan 100 % football – 100 % Carlsberg. To equal football with Carlsberg is thus not regarded as a violation. The fourth partly upheld complaint is about beer and football in the garden – and still
ignoring the alcohol and sports link, while ruling out the improvement of the physical performance.

Case

Advertisement

Themes of

Number of

Judgement

Opinion Young-

(sub)complaints

(sub)complaints

Committee

sters in relation
to complaint

1

“Sjus Bar”
(radio,

2

3

4

Encouraging

posters,

on-line,

1

Not upheld

Not asked

excess

flush-ads)

Unethical

1

Not upheld

Not asked

Royal Beer (out-door, on-

Encouraging

1

Not upheld

Not asked

line)

excess
Unethical

1

Not upheld

Not asked

Piccadilly Disco

Encouraging

1

Upheld

Agree with com-

(on-line, posters)

excess

Tuborg “Kylle-Kylle”Label

plaint

Unethical

1

Not upheld

Not asked

Minors

1

Not upheld

Agree with com-

(on-line, posters)
5

plaint

“Blue Elephant”

Minors

1

Not upheld

(label, on-line)
6

Agree with complaint

Modjo (on-line, Facebook)

Minors

1

Not treated

Not asked

Encouraging

1

Not treated

Not asked

Minors

1

Not treated

Not asked

Mikkeller (on-line: home-

Encouraging

1

Not upheld

Not asked

site, blog)

excess

excess
7

Somersby

(product,

on-

line)
8
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Age of depicted

1

Upheld

Not asked

Sexual success

1

Not upheld

Not asked

Physical Perform-

1

Not upheld

Not asked

Health claims

1

Not upheld

Not asked

7-Eleven (out-door, news-

Link to sport (out-

1

Not upheld

Not asked

paper, on-line, merchan-

door)

dise)

Link to sport (can

1

Upheld

Not asked

ance

9

cooler)
10

7-Eleven (out-door)

Link to sport

1

Not upheld

Not asked

11

Carlsberg (out-door, news-

Link to sport (con-

1

Upheld

Not asked

paper, on-line)

tent)
1

Not upheld

Not asked

Link to sport

1

Upheld

Not asked

Tempt Cider (TV, cinema,

Age of depicted

1

Not upheld

Disagree with complaint

on-line)

Social success

1

Not upheld

Disagree with complaint

Minors

1

Not upheld

Agree with com-

Link to sport (slogan)
12

Blockbuster (out-door, online)

13

plaint
14

Heineken (TV, cinema, on-

Social success

1

Not upheld

line)

plaint
Encouraging

1

Not upheld

excess
15

Agree with com-

Tuborg Lime (TV, cinema,

Agree with complaint

Social success

1

Upheld

on-line)

Agree with
complaint

Minors

1

Not upheld

Agree with complaint

Encouraging

1

Not upheld

excess
16

Carlsberg

Gold

(on-line,

newspaper)

Agree with complaint

Link to sport

1

Upheld

Not asked

Physical perform-

1

Upheld

Not asked

1

Not upheld

Agree with com-

ance
17

Carlsberg Goal Party

Link to sport

plaint
Minors

1

Not upheld

Agree with complaint

Physical performance

1

Upheld

Agree with complaint
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6.1 Examples Questionable Advertisements

1. Example questionable advertisement:
Piccadilly Disco (Home site) Spirits are more and more frequently marketed to young people. This disco
has 30 pure spirit brands, 17 mixed drinks and 3 shots on their drinks card, which can be seen on the discos
home site. Moreover the disco offers free bar with the following words "Get yourself plastered in beer and
booze all night when the admission is paid".

Figure 9 Internet ad, www.picadilly.dk

According to Landsraadet the discos marketing is in breach with the Code:
Article 3. When marketing alcoholic beverages the businesses must exercise special caution in the choice of
commercial mean as well as in form and content. The marketing should not appear intrusive, provocative or
in other ways persuasive. Marketing must not give the impression that a certain measure of alcohol intake
can be good for health, can lead to success or improve the consumers’ mental or physical capacity.
The business must consider all marketing carefully in the light of this regulation. Marketing alcoholic beverages must not encourage excessive consumption and portray abstinence or moderation in a derogative way.
www.alkoholreklamenævnet.dk, 2010

Judgement of the Alcohol Marketing Committee: Upheld
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“The Board finds that the statement "Get yourself plastered in beer and booze all night, when the admission
is paid" is a case of price promotion in immediate connection with encouragements to drink large amounts of
alcohol. This equates encouragement to excessive drinking. Therefore the Board judge and criticizes the
marketing activity for encouraging excessive drinking, which is in breach with the codes article 3.”
http://www.alkoholreklamenaevn.dk/default.asp?pid=61&afg=102

Opinion of the youngsters
Almost all the youngsters (37 out of 40) agreed with the Committee, that this ad is encouraging excessive
drinking. 3 persons were not sure, 0 disagreed. 25 found that their peers would drink more, when partying
like the ad suggests, 10 were neutral and 5 did not think so. Almost everybody (35) found that partying like
the ad suggests is laying the way for boozing, 2 were not sure and 3 disagreed.
This ad is apparently very attractive to minors, 33 find that their peers would like the ad, 4 say neither yes or
no, 3 say no. 34 find that their peers would like the picture of the ad, 3 make neutral statements and 3 make
negative statements. 29 find that children and young people like the characters, colors, language of the ad, 7
disagree and 4 do neither agree nor disagree. A comparative great number (27) states that this ad is designed to appeal to children and young people, 7 disagree, and 6 are adopting a neutral attitude.
Conclusion
The opinion of the young people emphasizes that this ad is indeed encouraging excessive drinking. It is also
interesting that the youngsters find a clear connection between the advertisements’ encouragement to drink
excessively and minors actual engaging in excessive drinking. The attractiveness of this ad to young people
is remarkable. Another thing worth noticing is that in this case young people see through the industry, when
they conceive this ad as designed to appeal to children and young people.

2. Example questionable advertisement:
“Kylle-Kylle”, Tuborg Easter Brew (Logo on Product)
Since 1965 Tuborg (Carlsberg) has target children and young people with Cartoon-like chicken figures applied to the bottles and cans of the yearly Easter brew. The Easter brew is a strong beer, which holds an
alcoholic volume of 5, 7 percent.
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Figure 10 Product, photo: Landsraadet

According to Landsraadet the figure is targeting children, and in breach with the code:
Article 5. Marketing of alcoholic beverages is not allowed, whatever means applied, to be targeted at children
and young people
Comment:
Children/young people and alcohol do not belong together. For this reason it is important that the businesses
arrange their marketing in a way that does not send the wrong signals on alcohol consumption to young
people. Likewise marketing should contribute to support the interests of society; that children do not drink
alcohol and that young people do not start alcohol consumption too young at age.
- to use pictures, figures, comics or icons with a special appeal to children and young people.
www.alkoholreklamenævnet.dk, 2010

Judgement of the Alcohol Marketing Committee: Not upheld
“The Committee states that the marketing presented has been used in the same shape since 1965. Therefore the Committee finds that the marketing comes across more as a grown-up humoristic identification campaign, than as a comic, in which the content has an appeal to children and young people. Therefore the
Committee did not express criticism of the marketing activity.”
http://www.alkoholreklamenaevn.dk/default.asp?pid=61&afg=103
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Opinion of the youngsters
The majority of the youngsters (26 out of 40) found that this ad looks childish, 7 disagree and 7 did neither
disagree nor agree. Most of the youngsters (18) found that children and young people like the ad, 12 neither
agreed nor disagreed, and 10 disagreed. Most of the youngsters (17) found that children and young people
like the picture of the ad, 11 neither agreed nor disagreed, and 12 disagreed. Most of the youngsters (18)
neither agree nor disagree on whether children and young people like the characters, colors, language of the
ad, 13 found that they do, and 9 found that they don’t.
Most of the youngsters (11) find that this ad is mostly appealing to minors (persons below the age of 18), 8
stated 25-30 years,7 stated from 18-25 years, 7 stated 30-35 years and 7 stated more than 35 years. Most of
the youngsters (11) believed the target group to be 18-25 years, 8 stated 25-30 years; 8 stated more than 35
years; 6 believed the target group to be below 18; and 6 stated 30-35 years. Whether the ad is designed to
target children and young people; 16 said no, 13 said yes, and 11 were not sure.
Conclusion
The response of the youngsters contradicts the basis of the Committees decision, namely that the ad rather
than a comic with appeal to children and young people, is a “humoristic grown-up identification campaign”.
According to the youth panel this ad is not only childish looking, it is also attractive to children and young
people.

3. Example questionable advertisement:
Little Blue Elephant beer from Carlsberg (Logo on Product)
The Danish brewery has since the beginning of times symbolized itself by elephants. The original building in
Copenhagen uses stone elephants as columns and landmarks. “Elephant” is also the name of a strong
Carlsberg beer of 7,2 per cent alcohol volume. Elephant beer has entered the Danish language as a way of
saying “strong beer”. The elephant beer is usually decorated by a drawing of an elephant in naturalistic style.
In 2010 another elephant-motive was applied in the occasion of the 50 anniversary of the product. The other
motive was a drawing of a little, blue elephant. An artist has made this drawing in 1956 for Carlsberg and in
2010 the brewery reused it to celebrate. In a text produced to the anniversary, Carlsberg acknowledges that:

“(The) little blue elephant looks like something out of a children’s book”

http://www.carlsbergdanmark.dk/Presse/Nyheder/Pages/CarlsbergElephantfejrersit50aarsjubilaeum.aspx
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Figure 11 Internet ad, www.carlsberg.dk

According to Landsraadet the figure is targeting children, and in breach with the code:
Article 5. Marketing of alcoholic beverages is not allowed, whatever means applied, to be targeted at children
and young people

Children/young people and alcohol do not belong together. For this reason it is important that the businesses
arrange their marketing in a way that does not send the wrong signals on alcohol consumption to young
people. Likewise marketing should contribute to support the interests of society; that children do not drink
alcohol and that young people do not start alcohol consumption too young at age.
- to use pictures, figures, comics or icons with a special appeal to children and young people.
www.alkoholreklamenævnet.dk, 2010

Judgement of the Alcohol Marketing Committee: Not upheld
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“The Committee states that the marketing presented has been used in the same shape since 1959. Therefore the Committee finds that the marketing comes across more as a grown-up humoristic identification campaign, than as a comic, in which the content has an appeal to children and young people. Therefore the
Committee did not express criticism of the marketing activity.”
http://www.alkoholreklamenaevn.dk/default.asp?pid=61&afg=104

Opinion of the youngsters
According to the most of the youngsters (20 out of 40) the ad uses characters, colours, language, music or
others things, that children and young people like (11 did not know and 9 disagreed). Most of the youngsters
(20) find that their peers like the cartoon in the ad (13 did not know and 7 disagreed). The majority of the
youngsters (18) are not sure that their peers like the ad (15 say that they do and 7 say that they don’t). The
majority of the youngsters (18) disagree that the ad is designed to appeal to minors, 14 do agree and 8 do
not know.
Conclusion
The content of the ad (the little blue elephant) appeals to minors. This is opposed to the Committees decision that the ad primarily has a grown-up appeal. The reason why the youngsters do not think that their
peers like the ad, may be that they find it even too childish for their age group, meaning that this ad really
appears to small children (below the age of 13).

4. Example questionable advertisement:
Unibrew Tempt Cider (TV/Cinema commercial)
In 2010 another Danish brewery enters the lucrative cider/alcopop-market. Unibrew launched “Tempt Cider”
– a number of alcopops in pastel colours with flower and bird motives. The launch was accompanied by a
series of ads.
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Figure 12 TV ad, source: Nielsen Media

According to Landsraadet the ad is targeting children by using a model, which looks frail and underage, and
speaks with a young, girly voice. The atmosphere is airy and dreamy. It is emphasized by soft music and
birds’ song in the background. The ad switches settings: one is a girl’s chamber with lots of light, roses and a
bird cage. The other is a dark living room with a library and a fire place (the parents’ place, meaning that the
girl has not yet moved out of the home). The ad is touching on the theme of temptation to make ones’ alcohol debut. “I was tempted”, says the girl meaning: I started drinking. “Now I got a secret” meaning: my parents and boyfriend do not know I am drinking. Secondly the ad is implying that alcohol consumption goes
hand in hand with social success; the drinking girl has a boyfriend, who she has already told one white lie.
Now after her alcohol debut, she has reason to tell him more white lies and keep more secrets. But still her
relationship seems happy. Therefore we find that the ad is in breach with the following two articles in the
code:

Article 5. Marketing of alcoholic beverages is not allowed, whatever means applied, to be targeted at children
and young people. Children/young people and alcohol do not belong together. For this reason it is important
that the businesses arrange their marketing in a way that does not send the wrong signals on alcohol consumption to young people. Likewise marketing should contribute to support the interests of society; that children do not drink alcohol and that young people do not start alcohol consumption too young at age. In marketing the business are not allowed to use persons, who due to their young looks make the impression that
young people drink alcoholic beverages.
Article 3. When marketing alcoholic beverages the businesses must exercise special caution in the choice of
commercial mean as well as in form and content. The marketing should not appear intrusive, provocative or
in other ways persuasive. Marketing must not give the impression that a certain measure of alcohol intake
can be good for health, can lead to success or improve the consumers’ mental or physical capacity.
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www.alkoholreklamenævnet.dk, 2010

Judgement of the Alcohol Marketing Board: Not Upheld
Quite unusual in relation to the practice of the Alcohol Marketing Committee this complaints decision was
delayed more than eight months.
September 2010 the complaint was filed.
November 2010 the Committee send a confirmation declaring:
“Given that this complaint solely is dealing with marketing on TV, the Alcohol Marketing Committee decided
not to make a final decision, before the case was discussed the with the Radio-TV Board. The reason for this
is the fact that the Committee and the Radio TV Board share the competence of treating alcohol marketing in
TV. The Committee is in dialogue with the Radio-TV Board and expect to reach a final decision in the next
meeting Tuesday the 14 of December 2010.”
February 2011 having received no decision though, Landsraadet contacted both the Committee and the
Radio-TV Board by email and phone. The Radio-TV Board emphasized that there was no such thing as a
shared case handling between the two authorities. The Radio TV-Board was treating a Tempt Cider case of
their own on the basis of a complaint filed by a private person. The Committee send the following mail to us:
“17-02-2011 14:03, Ann Louise Nielsen wrote:
Hereby the Alcohol Marketing Committee has reached a decision in the unresolved cases of the Committee
from 2010, Tempt Cider and Tuborg Lime. The Committee has decided not to include the cases in the work
of the Committee in 2010, but rather register them as 2011 cases. Thus the cases will not appear in the Annual Report 2010.

Legal Advisor
T +45 7216 2432
M+45 2812 0108
E aln@bryggeriforeningen.dk”

March 2011 the Radio-TV Board decided not to uphold their complaint in the Tempt Cider case – still no
decision from the Committee.
May 2011 by our request Member of Parliament, Karl Bornhøft has questioned the Committee.
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Comments of the Industry
Due to the fact that a complaint was also filed to the Radio-TV Board, comments from the producer/advertiser Unibrew on this is available. For lack of the decision from the Alcohol Marketing Committee
the industry comment could be an interesting alternative. The following is selected quotes:
“As Tempt Cider’s advertiser we hereby reject, that we are trying to appeal especially to minors. The target
group of Tempt Cider is younger women between 18 and 30 years, and the model in the discussed ad is 24
years old.
In our opinion there is nothing in the advertisement’s storyline, which indicates that this ad should address
young people below the age of 18, as stated by the complainant. On the contrary the main character is as
mentioned above in the middle of her twenties, and the ad takes place in a classical library setting. Moreover
the language of the ad is English.”
http://www.bibliotekogmedier.dk/fileadmin/user_upload/dokumenter/medier/reklamer/afgoerelser/Afgoerelser_2011/Tempt_Cider__TV_2__afgoerelse.pdf

Judgement of the Alcohol Marketing Committee: Not upheld
May 19. 2011 the decision finally came. The Committee had some considerations about the age of the girl
and the appeal to youngsters in the ad. But in the end it decides not to uphold any of the complaints with
reference to the decision of the Radio-TV Board.
“The Alcohol Marketing Committee remarks that the setting of the advertisement is very grown up, it has no
immediate appeal to children and young people. The Committee finds though, that the physical appearance
of the model combined with the setting can convey the impression of a girl still living with her parents, wherefore the advertisement is considered to appeal to children and young people. Having a special protection
regard in relation to young people, the Committee requests Royal Unibrew to mind situations, where the
children and young people targets the age group around 18 years, i.e. 18 to 21 years. The code might possibly apply to this age group as well.
The Committee remarks that there is no direct visual connection between consumption of the alcoholic beverage and the story told in the ad. The Committee do find though, that the story gives the impression, that
there is an unspoken connection between alcohol consumption and social success. Here the Committee
especially refers to the link between the female voiceover: ‘I was tempted - now I have a secret’ and the subsequent male voiceover: ‘Be tempted! Give in to the new refreshing Tempt Cider’, as well as the name of the
product, ‘Tempt Cider’.
The Committee concludes that the marketing activity as a whole falls within a grey area, but does not provide
the basis to express criticism with reference to the decision of the Radio-TV Board of March 4. 2011.
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http://www.alkoholreklamenaevn.dk/default.asp?pid=61&afg=110

Opinion of the youngsters
The majority of the youngsters (29 out of 40) found that children and young people like this ad. Most of the
youngsters (27 out of 40) did not believe the model to be below the age of 18. There was a close race in the
question of whether the ad linked alcohol with success; a small majority said no (22 out of 40).

Comments of the youngsters
All though the youngsters found that their peers would like this ad, it was not to everybody’s liking in the
panel. The lack of action, the introvert atmosphere and even the product repelled some:
-“It is dull and without purpose, one doesn’t even bother to go look for the secret.”
-“Miserable”
-“UGH what dish water! And the ad is crap!”
Others took a liking in the ad and in alcohol:
-“Nice ad”
-“Sometimes alcohol gives you the courage to do things, you would otherwise not do”

Conclusion
The model did not appear as a minor to the panel and as the comments illustrates, and the ad was not popular with everybody. Nevertheless it was convincingly assessed as attractive to minors. This is in direct opposition to the comment of the producer and the decision of the Committee, as well as the Radio-TV Board; this
ad does address minors.

5. Example questionable advertisement:
Heineken Walk-in-Closet (TV/Cinema commercial)
Heineken Beer has through some years been entering the Danish market. In 2010 they made a remarkable
ad for TV and cinemas.
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Figure 13 TV ad, source: Nielsen Media

The ad shows a housewarming held by a well-off couple. The woman shows off her walk-in-closet, while the
man shows off his walk-in-fridge with Heineken Beer extending from floor to ceiling. The walk in fridge
causes the greatest cheering and the men are worshipping it in an exalted hysteria. According to Landsraadet the ad is linking alcohol to social success and encouraging excessive drinking.

Article 3. When marketing alcoholic beverages the businesses must exercise special caution in the choice of
commercial mean as well as in form and content. The marketing should not appear intrusive, provocative or
in other ways persuasive. Marketing must not give the impression that a certain measure of alcohol intake
can be good for health, can lead to success or improve the consumers’ mental or physical capacity.
The business must consider all marketing carefully in the light of this regulation. Marketing alcoholic beverages must not encourage excessive consumption and portray abstinence or moderation in a derogative way.
www.alkoholreklamenævnet.dk, 2010

Judgement of the Alcohol Marketing Board: Not upheld
“The Board denies that the ad gives the impression, that a certain measure of alcohol intake can lead to
success, since the characters are presented in a humoristic way, meaning that the gender roles are highly
exaggerated. Besides the Board points out that consumption of products is not shown in the ad. The Board
notes that there is shown a considerable amount of products in the ad, but that the presentation of them
rather has the nature of an exhibition, since the products are presented in a respectful and aesthetic way,
which does not set the scene for large or excessive consumption. Moreover the way in which the fridge is
humorously presented as a counterpart to a walk-in-closet, does not create an expectation of immediate
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consumption. Therefore the board does not find reason to express criticism. The Board does emphasize
though that in general it is objectionable to present a large number of products in the marketing, because
usually it will create an expectation of consumption.”
http://www.alkoholreklamenaevn.dk/default.asp?pid=61&afg=111

Opinion of the youngsters
The opinion on the popularity of the ad among peers is very clear 37 out of 40 think their peers like the ad, 3
do not think so. Most of the youngsters (26) find that this ad links alcohol and social success, while 14 think
not. Most of the youngsters (25) find that this ad is encouraging excessive drinking, while 15 think not.
Comments
This ad is unusual attractive to youngsters, which is also clear from the many positive comments like:
-“Simply brilliant!
-“The worlds´ best ad ever, no doubt!”
The ad appeal to boys as well as girls:
-“The girls will remember the ad because of the Sex and the City reference, and the boys’ dream of a closet
like that.”
-“All men’s’ dream!”

But most important: Looking at the comments of the young people, the humour of the ad seems to be the
main attraction:
-“Hilarious ad!”
-“Extraordinary and fantastic funny ad!”
-“Simply a brilliant ad – mainly because it is making fun of the differences between the sexes.”
-“The humour of this ad plays a big part in how well you will like it”

Conclusion
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Consequently humour is not weakening the effect of an ad, on the contrary; humour seems to boost the effect. The Board regards the humorous nature of the ad as the main reason why the ad does not link alcohol
with success, as well as the reason why the ad is not encouraging excessive drinking. The youngsters take
the direct opposite view. According to the young people the ad gives the impression that a certain measure
of alcohol intake can lead to success. This is a contradiction of the Boards decision. Moreover the youngsters find that the ad is encouraging excessive drinking, even though the Board “points out that consumption
of products is not shown in the ad”, and even though the Board finds that “the presentation of them ( the
products) rather has the nature of an exhibition”, and does not “set the scene for large or excessive consumption”.

6. Example questionable advertisement:
Tuborg Lime (TV/Cinema commercial)
In 2010 Tuborg (Carlsberg) launched a new beer with lime flavour. A series of TV/Cinema commercials followed featuring the (in Denmark) famous bad boy and rapper, “the Joker” in voice-over. “The Joker” is also
known as a person with a heavy consumption of drugs.

Figure 14 TV ad, source: Nielsen Media

The ad presents Tuborg Lime as a sheer magic drink for young people to generate instant fun, parties,
friends and sex. The Joker recommends in his voice-over the Tuborg Lime to “A Beer for all those, who know
how to put a nice party together.” In his speech which has the character as a pep talk, the Joker encourages
everybody to have a party. Meantime they can see in the commercial, that this involves a great deal of drinking. According to Landsraadet the ad is targeting minors as well as linking alcohol to social and sexual success as well as encouraging excessive drinking.
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Article 3. When marketing alcoholic beverages the businesses must exercise special caution in the choice of
commercial mean as well as in form and content. The marketing should not appear intrusive, provocative or
in other ways persuasive. Marketing must not give the impression that a certain measure of alcohol intake
can be good for health, can lead to success or improve the consumers’ mental or physical capacity.
The business must consider all marketing carefully in the light of this regulation. Marketing alcoholic beverages must not encourage excessive consumption and portray abstinence or moderation in a derogative way.
Article 5. Marketing of alcoholic beverages is not allowed, whatever means applied, to be targeted at children
and young people.
Children/young people and alcohol do not belong together. For this reason it is important that the businesses
arrange their marketing in a way that does not send the wrong signals on alcohol consumption to young
people. Likewise marketing should contribute to support the interests of society; that children do not drink
alcohol and that young people do not start alcohol consumption too young at age.
www.alkoholreklamenævnet.dk, 2010

Judgement of the Alcohol Marketing Board: Partly upheld
Quite unusual in relation to the practice of the Alcohol Marketing Committee this complaints decision was
delayed more than eight months.
October 2010 the complaint was filed.
November 2010 the Committee send a confirmation declaring:
“Given that this complaint solely is dealing with marketing on TV, the Alcohol Marketing Committee decided
not to make a final decision, before the case was discussed the with the Radio-TV Board. The reason for this
is the fact that the Committee and the Radio TV Board share the competence of treating alcohol marketing in
TV. The Committee is in dialogue with the Radio-TV Board and expect to reach a final decision in the next
meeting Tuesday the 14 of December 2010.”
February 2011 having received no decision though, Landsraadet contacted both the Committee and the
Radio-TV Board by email and phone. The Radio-TV Board emphasized that there was no such thing as a
shared case handling between the two authorities. The Radio TV-Board was not treating the Tuborg Lime
case.
The Committee send the following mail to us:
“17-02-2011 14:03, Ann Louise Nielsen wrote:
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Hereby the Alcohol Marketing Committee has reached a decision in the unresolved cases of the Committee
from 2010, Tempt Cider and Tuborg Lime. The Committee has decided not to include the cases in the work
of the Committee in 2010, but rather register them as 2011 cases. Thus the cases will not appear in the Annual Report 2010.

Legal Advisor
T +45 7216 2432
M+45 2812 0108
E aln@bryggeriforeningen.dk”

March 2011 Still no decision from the Committee.
May 2011 by our request Member of Parliament, Karl Bornhøft has questioned the Committee.
May 19. 2011 the decision finally came. The Committee found that this advertisement literally praises those
who take the lead in partying, and states that the product is made for them. Thereby there is a linking between alcohol and social success. The Committee also finds that this implies that the ad leaves an impression of abstainers, as antisocial.
http://www.alkoholreklamenaevn.dk/default.asp?pid=61&afg=113

Opinion of the youngsters
This is an ad with a great appeal to minors. The opinion on the popularity of the ad among peers is very
clear; 35 out of 40 think their peers like the ad, 5 do not think so. The pictures, the language and the music of
the ad were all indisputable attractive. Almost everybody believed that their peers would like the pictures
(40), the language (39) and the music (38) of the ad. As many as 33 believed this ad to be designed to appeal to children and young people, while 7 thought it not to be.
The majority (36) believed that the models in the ad looked young. By that most of them (37) referred to the
age group between 18 and 25 years, while two persons stated below 18 years and one person between 25
and 30 years. The target group of the ad was estimated to be between 18 and 25 years old by a majority of
30 persons. Seven persons stated the target group to be below 18 years and three persons to be between
25 and 30 years.
To the question of whether their peers would believe they would obtain social success, if they drank this
product the result was fifty-fifty. To the question whether their peers would believe they would obtain sexual
success, if they drank this product 23 said no and 17 said yes. There were almost no comments, but one on
the theme of obtaining sexual success from drinking:
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“They (young people) do not believe the product will turn them into Casanovas - but rather they trust the
product to eliminate their concern about rejection, and thus enabling them to try more things.”
A slim majority of the youngsters (21) found that the ad links alcohol and social success, while 19 did not
think so. A small majority (17) found that this ad is encouraging excessive drinking, while 13 did not.
Conclusion
The Committee upheld the link between alcohol and social success. The youngsters also found a linking
between alcohol and social success in this ad. Moreover the Youth Panel found that this ad is very attractive
to minors, in fact in their opinion it is designed to attract children and young people. The panel also found the
ad was encouraging excessive drinking. On these two crucial points the Youth Panel is in direct opposition to
the Committee.

7. Example questionable advertisement:
Carlsberg Goal Party (TV/Cinema commercial)
2010 being the year of the World Championship in football gave birth to a great many sports related alcohol
ads. The largest both in number and significance were made by Carlsberg.

Figure 15 TV ad, source: Nielsen Media
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In this ad a couple of young guys are using the containers in a wealthy suburban neighbourhood for target
practise. The shots are wild; nevertheless they hit their goal every time. Carlsberg claims the honour of this
success promoting the beer as a kind of magic sports drink. Landsraadet finds that the ad is linking alcohol
and sporting success and in breach with the codes article 6 and 3. Moreover Landsraadet finds that the ad is
targeting minors, football in the garden being a typical children’s game. Therefore the ad is also in breach
with article 5.

Article 6. Marketing of alcoholic beverages must not be linked with sport. Marketing of alcoholic beverages
must not:- take place in sports clubs, in sports arenas or by sports grounds,- take place in magazines, which
especially deal with sports, or in connection with sport pages or websites on sports,- depict sporting events
or sports exercise, including sport stars,- be found on personal sport requisites, including sports clothing
(However it is still allowed to print the name or logo on personal sports requisites and adults sports clothing,
provided that the name of the firm or the logo also relates to production, sale or distribution of non-alcoholic
beverages).
Article 3. When marketing alcoholic beverages the businesses must exercise special caution in the choice of
commercial mean as well as in form and content. The marketing should not appear intrusive, provocative or
in other ways persuasive. Marketing must not give the impression that a certain measure of alcohol intake
can be good for health, can lead to success or improve the consumers’ mental or physical capacity.
Article 5. Marketing of alcoholic beverages is not allowed, whatever means applied, to be targeted at children
and young people. Children/young people and alcohol do not belong together. For this reason it is important
that the businesses arrange their marketing in a way that does not send the wrong signals on alcohol consumption to young people. Likewise marketing should contribute to support the interests of society; that children do not drink alcohol and that young people do not start alcohol consumption too young at age. It is not
allowed to use pictures, figures, comics or icons with a special appeal to children and young people.
www.alkoholreklamenævnet.dk, 2010

Judgement of the Alcohol Marketing Board: Partly Upheld
The Board acknowledges the breach of the codes article 3 (alcohol and success), but ignores the question of
article 6 (alcohol and sport) and article 5 (targeting minors): “The Board states that Carlsberg’s marketing
expresses a connection between the alcohol product and an improved physical capacity. This is in breach
with the codes article 4, and the Board levels criticism. “
http://www.alkoholreklamenaevn.dk/default.asp?pid=61&afg=117
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Opinion of the youngsters
Almost everybody (38 out of 40) found that their peers would like the ad, 2 says no. Most of the youngsters
(27) thought that this ad contains elements, which belong to a minor universe, 13 said no. Whether this ad
links alcohol and a successful life the youngster were not sure, 21 says yes, 19 said no. On the other hand
most of the youngsters (28) found that in this ad drinking results in sportive success, while 12 said no.

Comments
From the comments it is clear that the ad was popular among the youngsters:
“Great! It is fun and an incredible treat to watch”
“This ad is outstanding; it combines joy, alcohol and socializing”.
“A fantastic ad with a charm, that appeals to young beer- and football-loving people. Simply outstanding!”
“Cool ad – I think it is targeted to people in their twenties, though”

Conclusion
As stated above the Board ignored the link between alcohol and sport in the ad, as well as the ads appeal to
minors. But the conclusion from the youth panel is clear; this ad does target minors and at the same time it is
linking alcohol and sportive success. About the comments, one can always discuss the age of the target
group, that is, which group the ad is intended to reach. But it is beyond discussion, that this ad got appeal to
minors, since almost everybody likes it.
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7. Conclusions and recommendations

Conclusion on the self-regulation code
2010 happened to be the year where the self-regulation code was changed. The result was not a tightening,
despite the intention. On the contrary the former ban on alcohol and sports has been watered down. The
result is fewer upheld complaints in this area. 2010 also showed that even ads, which fit to the new phrasing
“active sports exercise”, are still not guaranteed to get upheld, since the Committee pick and choose which
complaint or sub complaint to treat, leaving the rest ignored. These are not upheld then, but still the argumentation of why not is missing. Decisions are subjective due to the nature of the regulation. The volume of
alcohol marketing is not regulated by the code. Thus the Committee is acting at its own discretion, and is not
independent of the alcohol industry. Members of the Committee are representatives of producers, retailers
and advertisers, as well as interest groups of the alcohol industry. The consumers are represented by the
Consumer Council.
Also there are some lacks in enforcement of the self-regulation. Often the cases deal with repetitions of violations from previous years. A campaign upheld one year can easily be repeated the next in a slightly altered form – and as in one of these cases – even in a worsen form. The Danish enforcement practice about
especially outdoor and TV campaigns are that when these are ruled out, they are not removed from one day
to another. Rather the campaigns stay the time out, and then are supposed not to occur in the same shape
next time.

Conclusion on the Marketing law
The development of the Marketing law in recent years, demonstrates the effect of the statutory system. Still
when concentrating on improving the regulations on out-door advertisement; the internet is surpassed, which
is a problem since young people and children are key-users.

Conclusion from the Youth Rating Panel
All the ads shown to the Youth Rating Panel were without exceptions judged to be attractive to minors by the
youngsters. They even found that some of them were designed to appeal to children and young people. This
is very contrary to the decision of the Committee, which upheld none of the complaints dealing with targeting
minors.
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The Youth Panel also found more ads to be encouraging excessive drinking, while the Committee only held
up one. About social success the Committee did not uphold any complaints, but the Youth panel did. Humour was a significant factor for the youngsters liking of an ad. Humour is boosting the effect of an ad, but it
is not part of the Danish regulation. Moreover the Committee perceives humour as a mitigating feature by an
ad, and not as a reinforcing feature. In doing so the Committee fails to protect children and young people.
That is the lesson from the Youth Panel is exactly this; the Committee does not protect children and young
people sufficiently from attractive ads, with humour, life style elements and encouragements to drink excessively. Also it does not prevent the industry from linking alcohol with sport. In 2010 the code made this linking
even easier to do.
Recommendations
On basis of this report we recommend a statutory regulation to replace the self-regulation with economic
sanctions and enforcement. It could be a regulation, which limits the commercial communication to product
information, like the French Loi Evin, or it could be an alcohol marketing ban like in the tobacco field. It is
important that the code is objective and addresses the volume of alcohol marketing. The committee should
also be independent, and not like today a gathering of industry advocates.
The Consumer Ombudsman should be empowered to regulate the internet as well as other media in order to
protect especially youngsters.
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